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Do you ever before recognize the e-book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes Yeah, this is a quite interesting publication to check out. As we informed recently, reading is not kind of obligation task to do when we need to obligate. Reading should be a behavior, a great practice. By reading Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes, you could open the brand-new globe and obtain the power from the world. Every little thing could be obtained through the publication Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes Well in quick, publication is very powerful. As exactly what we provide you right below, this Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes is as one of reading e-book for you.



From Publishers Weekly Founded in England in the late 1960s, the so-called Committee, otherwise known as the Feather Men, was a vigilante group dedicated to solving crimes that the police could not. This absorbing book details their 14-year struggle to capture the Clinic, a band of contract killers who murdered four former British soldiers. The background was this: Amr bin Issa, sheikh of a tribe in Oman, had lost four sons in his country's civil wars. Although tradition demanded that he avenge their deaths, he did nothing and was deposed as sheikh. Then he arranged with the Clinic to kill the servicemen believed responsible for the deaths of his sons. How the hired killers went about their task (making each murder look like an accident), how they were finally apprehended and how this case in 1990 also put an end to the Committee--or so Fiennes ( Hell on Ice ) contends its members have assured him--makes for a highly suspenseful tale. Readers will be given pause, however, by Fiennes's wont to romanticize vigilante justice and his assertion that for 20 years the British "have had good reason to be grateful for the Feather Men's protective presence." Photos not seen by PW. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Library Journal This is the extraordinary story of a group of Englishmen who provide protection and rough justice for former members and their families of the SAS (Special Air Service). The group, known as the Feather Men because of their light touch, learned of a pattern of assassination of former SAS soldiers and attempted to avert further murders. The story is told from the point of view of both the Feather Men and the Clinic, an independent organization of contract killers. The narrative relates the chilling details of each execution, as well as the secret meetings, bloody guerrilla battles, and gradual discovery of the identity and purpose of the Clinic. The action ranges over half the globe,



with such diverse landscapes as the mountains of Oman and the Welsh countryside richly evoked. The denouement reveals explorer Fiennes's very personal reasons for agreeing to tell the story and provides a justification for the vigilante activities of the Feather Men. Although at times stretching credulity, this enthralling page-turner will be a good addition to war and true crime collections. - Ben Harrison, East Orange P.L., N.J. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Kirkus Reviews A rousing tale of true adventure in which a homespun band of British vigilantes takes on and destroys a cabal of assassins-for- hire. World-class explorer Fiennes (Living Dangerously, 1988) plays a supporting role in the desperate events he was chosen to recount. At the heart of his stranger-than-fiction story are the Feather Men (so-called for their ``light touch''), a covert organization created to protect veterans of the SAS and other elite military units from reprisals by erstwhile foes. Among other adversaries, the vigilantes took on a band of contract killers known as ``the Clinic.'' In the pay of a Dhofari sheik bent on avenging five sons who had fallen in battle, the hit men stalked and liquidated four former British soldiers, all of whom had fought in Arabia's deserts. The cunning murders, which occurred over a 14-year span beginning in 1977, were carried out in such a way that local police dismissed any possibility of foul play. The Feather Men, however, soon concluded that those they had pledged to safeguard were homicide victims. In the skilled hands of the author--whom the Feather Men picked to tell their story--the facts of how a crew of retired army officers and civil servants working with volunteer operatives managed to track down and eliminate the professional assassins (whose fifth target was Fiennes himself) make for a riveting narrative. Thanks to a generous measure of dramatic license, moreover, the same holds true for the author's vivid reconstruction of episodes on which he was not briefed by principals or participants. Excepting this cavil and the moral ambiguities of rough justice: A marvelously entertaining account of good versus unequivocal evil. (Eight pages of photos--not seen.) -Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.
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Book enthusiasts, when you require a brand-new book to check out, discover guide Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes below. Never stress not to discover just what you need. Is the Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes your needed book now? That's true; you are actually a good reader. This is a perfect book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes that comes from wonderful writer to share with you. The book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes supplies the best experience and lesson to take, not only take, however additionally discover. Just how can? Do you believe that you don't need enough time to go with shopping book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes Don't bother! Just sit on your seat. Open your gizmo or computer system as well as be online. You could open or check out the web link download that we provided to get this Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes By through this, you can obtain the on the internet book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes Reading guide Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes by online could be actually done quickly by saving it in your computer and also gizmo. So, you can continue every time you have downtime. Reviewing guide Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes by online could be additionally done conveniently every where you are. It seems that waiting the bus on the shelter, waiting the list for line, or various other places possible. This Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes can accompany you because time. It will not make you feel bored. Besides, in this manner will likewise enhance your life quality.
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The “enthralling page-turner” (Library Journal) now a major motion picture starring Jason Statham, Clive Owen, and Robert De Niro Here is a gripping novel, inspired by real-life events, about a private team of British vigilantes that sets out to eliminate a gang of cold-blooded contract killers. From 1977 to 1990, four former British soldiers die, one by one, supposedly due to accident or illness. But soon a link is established between the victims: a shared mission in the desert kingdom of Oman, where they fought for a sultan against insurgents and ruined the life of a rival sheikh, who in turn has sent a band of assassins to methodically slay the soldiers and salvage his pride. Now these clever assassins are on the run from an underground group of SAS vets with nothing to lose, no time to waste, and a desire to dispense their own form of justice—no matter the cost. Previously published as The Feather Men ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
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From Publishers Weekly Founded in England in the late 1960s, the so-called Committee, otherwise known as the Feather Men, was a vigilante group dedicated to solving crimes that the police could not. This absorbing book details their 14-year struggle to capture the Clinic, a band of contract killers who murdered four former British soldiers. The background was this: Amr bin Issa, sheikh of a tribe in Oman, had lost four sons in his country's civil wars. Although tradition demanded that he avenge their deaths, he did nothing and was deposed as sheikh. Then he arranged with the Clinic to kill the servicemen believed responsible for the deaths of his sons. How the hired killers went about their task (making each murder look like an accident), how they were finally apprehended and how this case in 1990 also put an end to the Committee--or so Fiennes ( Hell on Ice ) contends its members have assured him--makes for a highly suspenseful tale. Readers will be given pause, however, by



Fiennes's wont to romanticize vigilante justice and his assertion that for 20 years the British "have had good reason to be grateful for the Feather Men's protective presence." Photos not seen by PW. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Library Journal This is the extraordinary story of a group of Englishmen who provide protection and rough justice for former members and their families of the SAS (Special Air Service). The group, known as the Feather Men because of their light touch, learned of a pattern of assassination of former SAS soldiers and attempted to avert further murders. The story is told from the point of view of both the Feather Men and the Clinic, an independent organization of contract killers. The narrative relates the chilling details of each execution, as well as the secret meetings, bloody guerrilla battles, and gradual discovery of the identity and purpose of the Clinic. The action ranges over half the globe, with such diverse landscapes as the mountains of Oman and the Welsh countryside richly evoked. The denouement reveals explorer Fiennes's very personal reasons for agreeing to tell the story and provides a justification for the vigilante activities of the Feather Men. Although at times stretching credulity, this enthralling page-turner will be a good addition to war and true crime collections. - Ben Harrison, East Orange P.L., N.J. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Kirkus Reviews A rousing tale of true adventure in which a homespun band of British vigilantes takes on and destroys a cabal of assassins-for- hire. World-class explorer Fiennes (Living Dangerously, 1988) plays a supporting role in the desperate events he was chosen to recount. At the heart of his stranger-than-fiction story are the Feather Men (so-called for their ``light touch''), a covert organization created to protect veterans of the SAS and other elite military units from reprisals by erstwhile foes. Among other adversaries, the vigilantes took on a band of contract killers known as ``the Clinic.'' In the pay of a Dhofari sheik bent on avenging five sons who had fallen in battle, the hit men stalked and liquidated four former British soldiers, all of whom had fought in Arabia's deserts. The cunning murders, which occurred over a 14-year span beginning in 1977, were carried out in such a way that local police dismissed any possibility of foul play. The Feather Men, however, soon concluded that those they had pledged to safeguard were homicide victims. In the skilled hands of the author--whom the Feather Men picked to tell their story--the facts of how a crew of retired army officers and civil servants working with volunteer operatives managed to track down and eliminate the professional assassins (whose fifth target was Fiennes himself) make for a riveting narrative. Thanks to a generous measure of dramatic license, moreover, the same holds true for the author's vivid reconstruction of episodes on which he was not briefed by principals or participants. Excepting this cavil and the moral ambiguities of rough justice: A marvelously entertaining account of good versus unequivocal evil. (Eight pages of photos--not seen.) -Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. Most helpful customer reviews 6 of 6 people found the following review helpful. A psychologically deep, complex, historically detailed yarn well worth reading By Paul Christie Killer Elite is a fantastic historical military/crime thriller, very well plotted with tension dripping off the pages as the end nears and the fates of characters are revealed, or not revealed. The protagonist, an emotionally detached American contract killer named Daniel de Villiers, isn't your



usual good guy but is torn between being a villain and an anti-hero. It's impossible to define him into either grouping. He's in the sociopath diagnosis as he kills innocents for money with his equally amoral hit team colleagues, a perverted tech expert, Meier, and a violent ex-paratrooper, Davies, as they hunt former British commando veteran's of the Dhofar Rebellion for a vengeful sheikh who's son's were killed by the SAS men during the war, murdered, as he says. De Villiers is a little sympathetic, with a childhood tragedy that has mentally scarred him for life, turning him into an orphan, but that doesn't free him from the lives he's taken. He's is pitted against an ex-SAS vigilante, Spike Allen, a high-ranking member of a secret society made up of ex-SAS operatives, dedicated to protecting their elite brothers. Allen is the opposite of de Villiers, a family man, a patriot, but as determined and tenacious as him. The pace is excitingly slow, understandable for this book has an unusual setting. It takes place over the course of 16 years, excluding the 1945 set prologue, from 1975 to 1991. And this is where Fiennes gets into the highly detailed settings of barren Oman, describing the clothes and weapon's used, the engine of a helicopter, even the language nouns of the people of Dhofar province, etc. Very, very uncommon for a writer to go that far into a foreign people's culture. Quite unique insight to how Omani tribes live. Anyway, back to the story, it's not painfully drawn out but Fiennes wants to push the reader into the most built-up climax I've ever read, and that needs time to be stretched for nearly two decades. He's the best author I've seen so far in keeping a person at the end of their seat, not really action-wise. No, no, no. It's more a psychological thriller of close call escapes, predator stalking prey, surveillance, and a brilliantly executed cat-and-mouse game. The assassins make their murders look like accidents in ingenious ways, but Allen isn't fooled. He tracks them down and tries to stop them, using every means at his disposal. Meier and Davies are eventually killed, by not at his hands. De Villiers fall's in love with a woman from South Africa, romantically attuned to the feelings of another human being for the first time in his life, but that takes a tragic turn. At the end, an unexpected conclusion. De Villiers fate is left up in the air,he was let go, as it were, by Allen because, he had "no proof" to put him in jail. What?! Why couldn't have Spike just put a bullet in his head? What person in their right mind would do that?! He spent almost a quarter century of his life looking for him and now this?! It made no sense at all. A lot of implied suggestions and theories are put up by Fiennes, for ultimately, the reader to decide at the closing, like de Villiers fate. It's perfect in every literary supplement except for the ridiculous ending. The poorly received and weak box office take movie adaptation was as good and is my second favorite film with Killer Elite my favorite book. If you're looking for action, boiling tension, a history lesson coupled with a trip back in time, and a mesmerizing look inside the mind of a stone-cold killer in a controversial work of semi-fiction, this is the book you'll want to read. This is the most well-crafted thriller novel ever. 9 of 11 people found the following review helpful. Well written story that the movie won't be able to match By Global nomad I am biased because Rannulph Fiennes as an explorer holds my admiration. As an author he is pretty good, interweaving fact and fiction into a story that those not intimately familiar with the details would find indistinguishable. The character development of the antagonists was a bit deeper than that of the protagonists, but that can be forgiven given that there are more of the latter than the former. Fans of espionage novels will find more in common with LeCarre's style of subdued hero than Morrell's aggressive hero. A very British novel in all regards. Highly recommended. 4 of 4 people found the following review helpful. One that you will want to read, reread, reread etc.. By A Customer There are very few books that I have read and some time later wanted to buy it and read again.



This book has made me think more about what it is telling me than any other book. I must get it again. I have lent the book out and have never seen it again. I must get it ! See all 66 customer reviews...
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So, just be below, discover guide Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes now and also check out that promptly. Be the first to review this book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes by downloading in the link. We have a few other publications to check out in this web site. So, you can locate them likewise easily. Well, now we have actually done to provide you the most effective book to check out today, this Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes is truly ideal for you. Never ignore that you require this book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes to make better life. Online book Killer Elite (previously Published As The Feather Men): A Novel (Random House Movie Tie-In Books) By Ranulph Fiennes will really provide simple of every little thing to review as well as take the advantages. From Publishers Weekly Founded in England in the late 1960s, the so-called Committee, otherwise known as the Feather Men, was a vigilante group dedicated to solving crimes that the police could not. This absorbing book details their 14-year struggle to capture the Clinic, a band of contract killers who murdered four former British soldiers. The background was this: Amr bin Issa, sheikh of a tribe in Oman, had lost four sons in his country's civil wars. Although tradition demanded that he avenge their deaths, he did nothing and was deposed as sheikh. Then he arranged with the Clinic to kill the servicemen believed responsible for the deaths of his sons. How the hired killers went about their task (making each murder look like an accident), how they were finally apprehended and how this case in 1990 also put an end to the Committee--or so Fiennes ( Hell on Ice ) contends its members have assured him--makes for a highly suspenseful tale. Readers will be given pause, however, by Fiennes's wont to romanticize vigilante justice and his assertion that for 20 years the British "have had good reason to be grateful for the Feather Men's protective presence." Photos not seen by PW. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Library Journal This is the extraordinary story of a group of Englishmen who provide protection and rough justice for former members and their families of the SAS (Special Air Service). The group, known as the Feather Men because of their light touch, learned of a pattern of assassination of former SAS soldiers and attempted to avert further murders. The story is told from the point of view of both the Feather Men and the Clinic, an independent organization of contract killers. The narrative relates the chilling details of each execution, as well as the secret meetings, bloody guerrilla battles, and gradual discovery of the identity and purpose of the Clinic. The action ranges over half the globe, with such diverse landscapes as the mountains of Oman and the Welsh countryside richly evoked. The denouement reveals explorer Fiennes's very personal reasons for agreeing to tell the story and provides a justification for the vigilante activities of the Feather Men. Although at times stretching credulity, this enthralling page-turner will be a good addition to war and true crime



collections. - Ben Harrison, East Orange P.L., N.J. Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Kirkus Reviews A rousing tale of true adventure in which a homespun band of British vigilantes takes on and destroys a cabal of assassins-for- hire. World-class explorer Fiennes (Living Dangerously, 1988) plays a supporting role in the desperate events he was chosen to recount. At the heart of his stranger-than-fiction story are the Feather Men (so-called for their ``light touch''), a covert organization created to protect veterans of the SAS and other elite military units from reprisals by erstwhile foes. Among other adversaries, the vigilantes took on a band of contract killers known as ``the Clinic.'' In the pay of a Dhofari sheik bent on avenging five sons who had fallen in battle, the hit men stalked and liquidated four former British soldiers, all of whom had fought in Arabia's deserts. The cunning murders, which occurred over a 14-year span beginning in 1977, were carried out in such a way that local police dismissed any possibility of foul play. The Feather Men, however, soon concluded that those they had pledged to safeguard were homicide victims. In the skilled hands of the author--whom the Feather Men picked to tell their story--the facts of how a crew of retired army officers and civil servants working with volunteer operatives managed to track down and eliminate the professional assassins (whose fifth target was Fiennes himself) make for a riveting narrative. Thanks to a generous measure of dramatic license, moreover, the same holds true for the author's vivid reconstruction of episodes on which he was not briefed by principals or participants. Excepting this cavil and the moral ambiguities of rough justice: A marvelously entertaining account of good versus unequivocal evil. (Eight pages of photos--not seen.) -Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.
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